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CURRENT HEADLINES

• Possibility of a “return to growth”?
• 0.3% GDP increase over last quarter
– But driven by services…
–…manufacturing continues to decline

• Concentrated on London and 
south-east
– Since 2008, London has created 

270,000 jobs
– Rest of UK has lost 280,000 (private 

sector)



THE PROBLEM

• Crash of 2008 ended period of 
apparent prosperity

• Old system clearly broken, unlikely 
to recover
–Weak economies, perception of crisis

• Recognised need for an alternative
• But alternatives have failed to 

convince:
– Either too much wonkish detail
–…or too much Spartish sloganeering



DEVELOPING AN 
ALTERNATIVE

• Critical place is the mid-range
– Between grand vision, and detailed 

proposals

• What are the steps to follow 
towards a transition?

• Need for strategy, ahead of policy
• Need to understand specific 

features:
– Finance-led growth
– Regional disparities



THE ECONOMIC CONTEXT

• Financial crash of 2007-8 revealed 
serious underlying weaknesses in 
the UK economy

• Dependency on debt-driven growth
• Bailoiuts cost £1.3tr – about 100% 

of GDP
• Subsequent recession was worst 

since 1930s
• No convincing recovery…
• …particularly outside of London and 

South East England



CRASH OF 2008 IS CRISIS 
TODAY

• Growth over 2000s driven by debt
• But debt is a claim on future 

earnings
– If future earnings fall, debt cannot be 

repaid

• Defaults spread through system from 
2006 on

• Lehman Bros: bankruptcy, 15 
September 2008

• Financial markets collapse
– Governments bailout banks: UK, 

£1,270bn
– Very sharp recession: UK GDP down 5%





UK: ELEMENTS OF THE 
CRISIS

• Exceptionally large financial 
system
– Heavy cost of bailouts

• (Almost) largest total debt burden 
of any developed country
– Total debt – not “national” debt

• Chronic current account deficit
• Permanently weak productivity 

growth
• …these elements all tie together





GROWTH BEFORE THE 
CRASH

• Overall growth is relatively rapid 
over 1997-2008

• Productivity growth is faster than 
Germany, France, Japan, and the US

• Seeming success for neoliberal 
economic management
– “no return to boom and bust”

• Services increase share of GDP 
(78% output)

• Consumer spending drives growth
– 89% of economy by 2008



FAILURE TO CREATE JOBS
• 7m manufacturing jobs lost since 

1980
– 3m lost by 1997; 1.3m after 1997

• Financial services create no net 
new jobs, 1992-2007

• Employment soaked up by public 
sector
– 56% of all jobs created since 1979 

funded by public sector

• Real wages stagnant/falling since 
2002

• Rising debt pushes up demand



CHRONIC TRADE 
IMBALANCE

• UK has run a deficit on its trade in 
goods every year since 1983
–Means always imports more than 

exports

• Permanent deficit to rest of the 
world

• Services exports have not 
compensated

• Instead, costs of imports have 
been met by financial transactions
– Rest of the world lends us money

• Permanent dependence on the City





NORTH WEST: SOME 
SPECIFICS

• North West economy less 
deindustrialised than other regions
– Biggest regional contributor to UK 

manufacturing output (13.2% total)
– High share of R&D spend
– Not reflected in employment: high 

shares services

• Relative success story over boom 
years
– And less adversely affected by 2008-9 

shock than UK as a whole



DEBT-LED GROWTH

  1989 1999 2009

North East -18.2 -22.7 -23.5

North West -10.5 -11.7 -15.6

Yorkshire and 
Humber

-12.3 -12.1 -17.4

East Midlands -7 -9.2 -12.4

West Midlands -10 -10 -17.0

East of England -6.6 -3.9 -7.3

London 53.8 60.1 73.9

South East -1.8 6.1 6.3

South West -9.9 -8.2 -9.1

Wales -17.2 -23.3 -26.7

Scotland -5.9 -5.7 -1.2

Source: ONS. Shown as %age distance from UK average for each year

Regional Gross Value Added 
(GVA) per capita, 1989-2009

• Debt-led growth 
worsened regional 
inequalities

• North West now 
produces 43% of 
London’s GDP per 
capita

• Would take 30 years 
of constant 3% 
growth to catch up

• Or a decade to catch 
up with UK average

• …and this is a 
relatively better 
performer



REGIONAL OUTPUT/PERSON

Graph shows 
spread of 
output per 
capita across 
regions within 
each country

UK has worst 
regional 
inequality of 
any EU country

Source: ONS (2011)



PRIVATE SECTOR FAILURE

1989-20
08 1989-1996 1997-2008

North 
West 30.7 70.1 24.1
UK 21.1 24.2 20.5
London 11.6 0.6 12.8

Contribution of public sector to GVA 
growth

Source: CRESC (2011)

Public sector has 
contributed 
progressively less to 
NW growth over last 
two decades.

Relative success of 
private sector growth 
model here

Prioritising market 
has led to focus on 
finance…

…and 45% of 
financial sector GVA 
concentrated in 
London



WEAK UK CAPITALISM

• Productivity growth major driver for 
economic growth in developed 
economies

• Measured UK productivity growth 
over boom years comparatively 
high
– 2.5% average increase, 1998-2004
– US 2%, Germany 1%, France 1%

• Crisis provokes break in trend
– Permanently lower productivity



BREAK IN PRODUCTIVITY

• Productivity growth 
falls in recession, does 
not recover

• Services principally 
responsible
– 0.4% growth since 

crisis
– 2.3% growth 

pre-crisis
• “De-development” 

(Ha-Joon Chang)



NO EXPORT-LED GROWTH

• Original Office for Budget 
Responsibility projections, June 2010: 
export boom

• Value of pound has declined c.30% 
since crash
– Falling value currency should increase 

exports

• But exports have not recovered 
similarly

• Trade deficit remains at record 
levels…

• …after decades of chronic 
imabalance

• Recent shrinking of gap due to 
falling imports



AUSTERITY DOES NOT 
WORK

• Firms and households are cutting 
spending
– Business investment down £40bn since 2008
– Household spending fastest decline since WW2

• Attempt to ‘deleverage’
• But in whole economy, what one person 

spends is what another earns (Keynes)
• So falling spending produces recession
• If government also cuts spending, the 

recession deepens
– Debt and deficit get wider, do not decline

• NIESR estimate 5% GDP loss from 
austerity by 2013



NOR CAN ‘KEYNESIANISM’
• ‘Keynesianism’: governments 

should spend in a recession
– Paul Krugman, Joseph Stiglitz
– One person’s spending is another’s 

earning

• But not all earning is the result of 
spending

• Debt income does not come from 
spending…

• …and debt repayment is a 
subtraction from spending

• Increase in government spending 
alone will be soaked up by debt 
repayment



THE DEADLOCK
• Austerity merely reinforces the 

collapse in demand
• Demand is collapsing as a result of 

excessive prior debt
• Excessive prior debt is the result of 

weak underlying economy
• Weak underlying economy means 

weak current account position
• …more radical solutions needed 

(not just desirable)



BREAKING THE DEADLOCK
• Ending austerity boosts domestic 

consumption
– Breaks collapse in demand

• Reform of banks boosts domestic 
investment

• Capital controls breaks dependency 
on external financial flows

• Import substitution
– Direct investment in renewable energy, 

food production
– Shrinking current account deficit
– Break dependency on external finance



INDUSTRIAL POLICY
• Service-led growth no longer an 

option
• Industrial policy abandoned under 

neoliberalism
– “Competition policy”
– Implicit industrial policy in support for 

City

• Direct intervention needed to 
support shift in employment

• Redistribution also required to 
close gap
–More Whitehall funds; greater local 

powers



OUTSIDE OF LONDON
• Regional inequalities could be closed 

by increase in productivity
– This is roughly plan for regions of 

previous government
– Promote clusters of development
• Occasionally farcical: 7/8 RDAs claimed 

“biotech cluster”…

– Coalition has abandoned this

• But market-led solutions cannot 
now work

• Gap is too great, economy too weak



SOME (RELATIVE) 
ADVANTAGES

• National failures will remain pressing
• Regional policy received some attention under 

New Labour
– But RDAs now abolished, weak replacements

• Diversity of ownership models
– Small-scale generation: Danish example
– NW has more renewable sites than any other 

English region
• Build on genuine existing strengths
– Manufacturing base, universities
– “Foundational” economy (CRESC)

• Ally to demands for regional democracy
– Need for greater local powers of intervention



SHIFT FOCUS OF POLICY

• GDP doesn’t work: no guide to real 
prosperity
– Decoupling of incomes from GDP growth
– “Growth” alone not enough

• Better metrics needed
– Pick meaningful targets
• employment created
• real household incomes
• wider wellbeing measures

• Change the targets, change the 
policy



CONCLUSIONS

• Situation is grim, and unlikely to 
improve
– Not to benefit of North West, at least
– Unlikely to benefit of most households

• Strategy is more important than 
single policy fixes

• Greater radicalism needed in 
regions
– London-centric development is 

damaging for regions: zero-sum game

• Need for independent, regional 
strategy
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